I Am Woman.

I Am Man.

The suffering of Jerri Sousa, human being.

It’s the hottest place in hell you can imagine: not knowing what you are,” Jerri Sousa declares. She’s been there. Born a woman, wishing, and fantasizing, and finally believing that she was

(continued on page 17)
Quality Care

Our staff of fully licensed and Board certified physicians and surgeons will provide for all your medical needs.

Money Saving Benefits
No charge for surgery consultations
Vary reasonable medical fees
Minimum out of pocket expenses
No cost surgical and medical expenses
Office procedures
Outpatient surgery
Affordable surgery fees
Family care plan

Family Care Health Plan
Are you preparing necessary medical or surgical care for your medical and/or family needs? Our staff is available to help you.

Minor Surgery
* Minor surgery
* Pre-operative
* Oral surgery
* Plastic surgery
* Plastic surgery
* Breast
* Gyn surgery

Outpatient Surgery
We provide:
* Varying fees available
* Massive repair
* Cosmetic surgery
* Plastic surgery
* Oral surgery
* Breast surgery
* Gyn surgery

Complete family medical care
We have a staff of certified and Board licensed physicians and a medical facility.
UNFAIRED

BY MARY LAND

The new Superior Court building, located on the corner of Sixth and A streets, is nearing completion. The building is being constructed in a modern style and will contain advanced court facilities.

Arichta has an image about the flag for a commercial purpose or about paying them without their permission. "It's one of the most effective promotions I have done," she says.

BIG PLANS FOR FUTPI PALACE

BY MATT POSTER

When one thinks of the Futpi Palace, one image that comes to mind is the famous movie theater on Third Street. The Futpi Palace is planning to undergo a major renovation.

STICK IT IN YOUR MOUTH

BY THOMAS T. ARMSTRONG

In the last few years, there has been a surge in the number of neighborhood recycling centers and drop-off facilities. This is due to the successful implementation of the city's recycling program.

REMAINS COMITEES

BY MARY LAND

The committee on the city's new park, which was formed to discuss and plan the future of the park, has been meeting regularly.

The city has the money to protect the environment, given the amount of money that is spent on other things. The city should save the money spent on things like new buildings and spend it on protecting the environment.

The city's committee on the park has been meeting regularly, and the city plans to spend the money saved on other things instead of protecting the environment. The city should save the money spent on other things and use it to protect the environment.

Your Big White S

BY JACOB McGRATH

Fourteen-year-old little boy makes the newspaper headlines with his impressive football skills. The boy, who is known for his speed and agility, has been attracting national attention.

The boy is always looking for a way to improve his skills, and he is always ready to take on new challenges. He never backs down and always gives his best in every game. The boy's dream is to play in the NFL someday.

The boy's passion and dedication have earned him a place in the newspaper, and he is always ready to take on new challenges. He never backs down and always gives his best in every game. The boy's dream is to play in the NFL someday.

If you're looking for a way to improve your skills, you should always look for a way to improve your skills. Always be ready to take on new challenges, and never back down. Always give your best in every game, and you'll always be ready to take on new challenges. Always be ready to take on new challenges, and never back down. Always give your best in every game, and you'll always be ready to take on new challenges. Always be ready to take on new challenges, and never back down. Always give your best in every game, and you'll always be ready to take on new challenges. Always be ready to take on new challenges, and never back down. Always give your best in every game, and you'll always be ready to take on new challenges.
STRAIGHT FROM THE HIP

By Matthew Alice

Dear Markbar Alice,

I'm out of a job and don't know what to do. I've tried everything from bartending to selling insurance, but nothing seems to work. I've even tried writing columns for newspapers, but that doesn't pay enough. What should I do next?

Matthew

Markbar Alice

If you're looking for a job, you might want to consider opening your own business. It can be a lot of work, but it can also be very rewarding. You could start a restaurant, a bookstore, or even a consignment shop. It's important to do your research and make sure you have a good business plan before you start.

May 12, 1980

THE INSIDE STORY

BY J. F. K. O'Malley

NEWS ROOM

Corruption

A city official was recently caught accepting bribes from a local construction company. He is expected to face charges of corruption and may even receive a prison sentence. This news comes on the heels of reports that other city officials have been involved in similar activities.

The man in question, a high-ranking city official, was caught accepting a bribe from a construction company in exchange for awarding them a contract. The company, which specializes in building and renovating city housing, has a history of unethical practices.

The city's integrity is at stake, and officials are calling for a thorough investigation into the matter. It is unclear at this time how many officials may be involved in the corruption.

May 14, 1980

FABULOUS FUTONS

AT ZZZ SLEEP SHOPS
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One for the Zipper

The quintessential carnival ride must bring chaos to the calm center of

My

made of metal and solid as a rock, it is a joy to the logical, as the latest, as the wonderland of invention.

I forget entirely about being the dead, and the powers to invent.

A ride with a real town is an absolute must in the Zipper - just longer than 2 miles will make you think about the meaning of life, even though you're too young to understand the concept of what life is. The ride feels like a dream, but there is a new twist to the classic

TUNE-UP SPECIAL $19.95

FRAMING SPECIAL 34.99

INTERNATIONAL GIFTS

University Towne Center
Across from the Broadway
452-1755

OCEAN CYCLERY

781-886

781-3433

19th & 10th St.
Gainesville, FL

Carnations $2.99 (doz.)

Gladiolus $7.50 bunch

Roses $6.05 (doz.)

INDIA ST. FLOWER MARKET

2102 FITZ COPLEY (1ST STORY) 269-1896

19TH STREET, GAINESVILLE

Take advantage of our low summer prices!

Carpet Sale

Give Your Family The Gift Of Luxury at Prices You Can Afford.

Free Pad & Installation

CARNEL GARDEN

Gainesville, FL 32601

Offer expires 7/25/89

with this ad.

Save 20% On Every Purchase of 5 or More.

Laid on Carpenters & Formaldehyde Free

Prices subject to change without notice.

Remnants 50% off

Rental Carpet $6.99

Family Operated.

Prices determined at this time.

Professional Service

of reasonable prices.

Other colors, one size, available.

With this ad.

(352) 372-5200

JULY 12, 1989
Jerri became convinced that, as a woman, "I was living a lie. God had made a mistake, and I was going to set it right."

Summer's here! It's time to take it off at Family Fitness. We've got all the right fitness machines, free weights, and aerobic classes to get your body ready for the beach. Join today, get fit, then join the fun-in-the-sun.

6 MONTHS for only $99.

- NO DUES
- FULL HOURS MEMBERSHIP

FUTONS
OAK FOR SAME PRICE AS PINE
All sizes built, platform, chaise, & ottomans

STARTING AT $99

4 way seats
Sofa quality has always been our goal

20 years of serving families and other styles
- 100 different colors and patterns to choose from
- Custom, kid, guest, and many more

BILLY JOE BOWERS
FUJIT STIONS
3953 El Cajon Blvd. • San Diego • 387-FUTONS

TAK I OFF
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"Man
Woman"

She was ten years old the first time she
was made up as a male. She had no name,
and no sex. She was just a body, a form,
and she was just a body, and she was no sex.
She was just a body, and she was just a form.
She had no name, she had no sex. She was
just a body, and she was just a form.

"I am John, John was too young to be
recognized as a man. His parents
recognized him as a boy. They
recognized him as a boy.

"Man"

"This is the reality of transsexuality:
people don't really change between the
ears."

"Yes, I gave him the injections, but
you ordered that devil juice for
him and kept ordering it and ordering it,
beyond reason and safety."

"My grandfather says, 'This is your
mother,' and it's a man with a beard
standing there. My brain kind of
overloaded."
"She did the same thing to him that she did to us when she became a man. We had lost our mother, he lost his father. Lost his role model."

The Womans Man

SALE!

2 1/2¢ COPIES

July 17-23

kinko's

the copy center

Do you have HEMORRHOIDS?

You can be helped!

New painless infrared treatment available by Board Certified Surgeon

Most HMO, PPO, Champuss and Medicare assignments accepted

The Mid City Hemorrhoid Clinic
(Parkway Medical Group)
5450 Lisa St. (54th St.)

Call for information and appointment
229-7525

MIRROR DOOR SALE!

Sliding Mirror Doors

Big mirrors of clear mind make small rooms look twice as big. Door and mirror ... $199.95

Installation Included
For a Limited Time!

Superior Mirror & Shower Door Company
2423 5th Avenue, San Diego • 288-4624

Thinking about getting an AIDS test?

It's worth thinking about. More than 1.5 million Americans are carry- ing the AIDS virus and the numbers are growing. They are male and fe- male, young and old, black, white, Hispanic, Asian. They are homose- xual and heterosexual. Symptoms may not appear for many years. There are many ways to be tested with the AIDS virus without having to go to a hospital. AIDS is caused by the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV). It can be detected by a simple test for HIV antibodies that takes about five minutes.

Pacific IV Testing Centers provide completely anonymous testing — you do not need to give your name. And test results are ready within one day — most clinics take two weeks.

The Centers are open Monday through Friday, 5 am to 7 pm and Saturday, 8 am to 3 pm. Most clinics provide waiting only during business hours.

For only $21 you will receive a rapid, anonymous testing and counseling, and before and after the test so that you will understand the testing process and what the test results mean.

Call now for a free brochure and directions to the Pacific IV Testing Center nearest you. For appointment necessary.

1-800-654-1537

Kensington, MD 20895

10% discount with this ad

529-9797

Consignments by appointment

Tuesday-Saturday 11 am-6 pm

2424 Pinto Lane, Suite 200

15% discount with this ad

4440 Camino del Rio North

20% discount with this ad

4440 Camino del Rio North

(Next to Mission Valley, behind Chilis)
**Dance of Depth**

From: Jonathan Saville

BY JONATHAN SAVILLE

The first of two photos in the current issue of Dance magazine is a picture of a man and woman dancing. The man is wearing a black turtleneck and black pants, while the woman is wearing a white dress. The background of the photo is dark and moody, with dramatic lighting that highlights the performers. The photo is captioned: "The Dance of Depth." The caption continues: "In this photo, the dancers are captured in a moment of intense emotional connection. Their bodies move in sync, creating a sense of harmony and balance. The use of low-key lighting and dark background emphasizes the emotional weight of the dance. The dancers' expressions are nuanced and thoughtful, reflecting the complexity of the dance."
4-DAY ALL STAR BREAK
Only once a year do Sun Valley Waterbed's fans get a break this big.

Montrose
$199
Save 85%
This classic four-poster bed with upholstered headboard is available in rich dark walnut or golden honeycomb finish. King, queen, or super single sizes.

San Juan
$199
Save 85%
This elegant two-tiered headboard with center mirror is available in rich dark walnut or honeycomb finish. King, queen, or super single sizes.

Somma II Softside
$499
Save 85%
"It's a Waterbed!" Wireless with adjustable firmness. Uses conventional bed sheets and easy to get in and out of.

Heritage Canopy
$699
Save 85%
A full-width gallery shelf, etched mirror, two etched glass doors, lighted interior canopy, make this rich dark walnut bed a running focal point for your bedroom. King size.

HALF PRICE ON ALL PILLOWS AND MATTRESS PADS IN STOCK
Just Waiting

By Jeff Smith

Second Edition issued on April 23rd. For the readers who have missed the first edition, here is a short summary of the main points. In the book, the author explores the world of bicycles and how it has evolved over time. He highlights the importance of bicycles in the transportation system and their role in reducing carbon emissions. The book also covers the history of bicycle design and the impact of technology on the industry. Finally, the author discusses the future of bicycles and their potential for sustainable transportation and fitness. The book is available in both paperback and e-book formats. For more information, please visit the publisher's website.
THE ASPERNS PAPERS

The Aspens Papers is a novel by Dashiell Hammett that was
published in 1929. It is a mystery novel that follows the
adventures of a private investigator named Sam Spade.

I've just been reading The Aspens Papers, and I
was really captivated by the story. The plot is
intricate and the characters are well-developed.

The setting is a dark and seedy town where
Spade is trying to solve a series of mysterious
murders. The mystery deepens as Spade gets
involved with a beautiful woman who is
connected to the crime. The tension builds as
Spade tries to uncover the truth.

Overall, I would highly recommend The
Aspens Papers to anyone who enjoys
mystery novels. It's a classic that stands the
test of time.
If you buy wicker at Pier One or Cost Plus, you pay too much.

It is no coincidence that the items you see in this ad look remarkably similar to what you'll find at Pier One or Cost Plus. That's because we all buy from the same overseas markets. The one difference is price. Since our buyer, owner and sales clerk are one and the same person, our overhead is considerably less than our bigger competitors. Visit us today — we've got seven rooms of wicker and plants and literally 1000s of baskets to choose from.
EVENTS THEATER
MUSIC & FILM

KUT STUFF

In this issue, we feature an article on the latest in music and film, as well as a review of a new theater production. We also have interviews with some of the leading performers in the industry. Whether you're a music fan or a movie buff, there's something for everyone in this issue.

WELL VAMP

The vampire is a classic horror character, and we explore the history of this enduring trope. From Dracula to modern-day bloodsuckers, we take a look at how these creatures have evolved over the years. Whether you're a fan of the genre or just curious about the vampire's place in popular culture, this is a must-read for you.

MARLOWE

Hit Esmerelda

In this novel, the protagonist embarks on a journey to uncover the secrets of an ancient city. Along the way, he meets a cast of eccentric characters, each with their own agenda. As the story unfolds, the protagonist must navigate a series of challenges and obstacles to uncover the truth.

A HERITAGE OF ART

Exhibits of art from around the world are on display, highlighting the diverse range of artistic expressions throughout history. From ancient sculptures to modern paintings, there's something for every taste. Whether you're a seasoned art lover or just starting to explore the world of art, this is an exhibition not to be missed.
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Exhibits of art from around the world are on display, highlighting the diverse range of artistic expressions throughout history. From ancient sculptures to modern paintings, there's something for every taste. Whether you're a seasoned art lover or just starting to explore the world of art, this is an exhibition not to be missed.

MARLOWE

Hit Esmerelda

In this novel, the protagonist embarks on a journey to uncover the secrets of an ancient city. Along the way, he meets a cast of eccentric characters, each with their own agenda. As the story unfolds, the protagonist must navigate a series of challenges and obstacles to uncover the truth.

A HERITAGE OF ART

Exhibits of art from around the world are on display, highlighting the diverse range of artistic expressions throughout history. From ancient sculptures to modern paintings, there's something for every taste. Whether you're a seasoned art lover or just starting to explore the world of art, this is an exhibition not to be missed.
Bud Light Salutes The Best Of Competition–
1989 OMBAC World Championships June 15/16
1989 U.S. Sandcastles Competition June 15/16

Everything else is just a light.

Coast Distributing Company • San Diego
Markstein Beverage Company • San Marcos
SUNDAY IN THE VALLEY
JAZZED UP!

Fashion Valley and KFMB present the continuing series of live jazz concerts every Sunday afternoon at the Fashion Valley Tower from 1 pm - 3 pm, featuring some of the hottest artists of contemporary jazz. Enjoy the best of the most popular and accomplished musicians in contemporary jazz.

Composed by...
July 22nd, Windows
July 29th, Free Flight
August 5th, Grant Colton
August 12th, Robbi Hart
August 19th, Pat Kelley
August 26th, Four Fingers
September 9th, David Arkenstone

Fashion Valley is located in front of Red Road off 602 and 14. For further information, call 915-7221.

SEAPORT VILLAGE

Sdano ARTIST
JOHN YATO

$75 Shades of Summer® Weekend
Get our book when the sun shines bright And the poem is right - it worked. Fuch...
THE WHO
August 22
JACK MURPHY STADIUM
CLOSE FLOOR SEATS * LOW PRICES
PHONE ORDERS & CREDIT CARDS
Good Time Tickets
(714) 556-7383
3709 Avocado Blvd, La Mesa
619-564-6763

East County's Coffee House
"Experience Coffee"
The House Coffee & Tea of the Month
Membership
Espresso + Cappuccino
Great live prices on whole beans!
Happy Hour - Mon-Fri, 5-7 pm
1/2 price on brewed coffee, expresso & cappuccino
3709 Avocado Blvd, La Mesa
619-564-6763

Bullfights!
Sunday, July 16, 4 pm
World's Greatest Bullfighter
Manolo Arruza - "Magikantik"
Jesus Salazar - "Great competitor"

Make the Connection!!!
976-9955

The Best of the
Festival of Animation
July 22
The La Jolla Glenn Outdoor Community Center
635 Apple Lane (15th and More)

SportsFest 89
July 22
The San Diego Symphony, Spreckels Organ and the audience alone make this a special occasion. The whole family enjoys an evening of dancing, music and the "dazzling" Spreckles Organ. The symphony performs scores of lively music and a program of selections from the world of opera. AIPP - American Institute of Professional Geographers.

La Jolla Village Square

Zam Taj Galleria

Featuring the new, limited edition lithograph by EDWARD LUMBERG - world-renowned wildlife and African culture artist
SUNDAY, JULY 16, 1989, 1:00-7:00 PM
507 FIFTH AVENUE, SAN DIEGO

Become enthralled in rare and beautiful exotic scenes from the rainforest with stunning realism, capturing the beauty of each scene.

View quality:
LEATHER LEATHER APPEAL - E. excellence
for men, women & children.
IMPORTED SILK SCARVES - E. excellence
HAND-MADE CULTURAL JEWELRY
223-9059
Design Markers
Buy 1 Marker
Get 1 FREE
Sets 1/2 Price

Old-Holland
Old-Holland, used by Old Dutch Masters such as Rembrandt, Vermeer and van Gogh. Continuing tradition of 125 years. Picking themselves on their true manganese blue & deep cadmium red.
NEW WORLD AUDIO EXPRESS
ANNOUNCING A NEW PRICE GUARANTEE POLICY EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY!

New World Audio Express will meet or beat any advertised price, and we will guarantee no price for 30 (thirty) days AFTER purchase.

ROD SOHSTEDT

DRUMKAT
COME IN FOR BEST PRICE

TODAY! THURSDAY, JULY 13 7PM
UNVEILING THE NEW KURZAK

BRAND NEW FROM
ROD PILA
THE KURZAK
HUMAN RHYTHM

*Based on currently advertised products in stock at authorized dealers. Policy does not apply to clearance sale or demo products.

4792 Clairemont Mesa Blvd. • Kearny Mesa
569-1944

*Our high-technology music store*
GREAT JAZZ ARTISTS AT DIEGO'S LOFT:

CATH ECKERT
with Rick Hamilton, Chris Custer
The Magic of Jazz Starring Cathy & The Magic of Jazz Band

THURS. AT 8:00 PM
FRIDAYS & SATURDAYS AT 8:00 PM
THURSDAYS AT 7:00 PM
SUNDAYS AT 2:30 PM

2301 Ocean Beach Blvd. • Ocean Beach • 222-1290

BRAZIL UNDERGROUND

The newest, hottest dance place around—Cumbia, Salsa, Reggae, Funk, etc.

WIN FREE TRIPS TO RIO!!

RIO TIME" HAPPY HOUR!

Complimentary hors d'oeuvres

TRY OUR EXCITING NEW CONTINENTAL DINNER MENU

2888 Pacific Highway
Between Laurel and Palm
297-2672
"We try harder."

Surfside

Thursday, July 14
'70s DANCE PARTY
featuring
S.D.'s DISCO STRANGER
A.K.A. Jason Garrett
Cover only $1.00

FRI & SAT DANCE PARTIES
NO COVER BEFORE 9:30 P.M.

PRIME SPECIALS
7-9:30 P.M.
$1.00 and up for craft cocktails.
6:30 Surf Tuesdays all night

Surfside

South Bay

OCEAN FRESH
Seafood Cafe & Restaurant
LATE NIGHT HAPPY HOUR

FREE HORS D'OEUVRES

DANCE UNDER THE STARS ON OUR PATIO
WEKDAY HAPPY HOUR
NO COVER 2-7, DANCE FROM 7-11

Anthony's La Jolla

It's Showtime!

FRI. & SAT. DANCE PARTIES
NO COVER BEFORE 9:30 P.M.

PRIME SPECIALS
7-9:30 P.M.
$1.00 and up for craft cocktails.
6:30 Surf Tuesdays all night

Surfside

Surfside

Surfside

Surfside

Surfside

Surfside
ROBERTO VALDEZ
"The Gypsy"

Scolding violins in the dining room and at the piano in the lounge 7 pm-11 pm.
THE TRADITION OF SAN DIEGO'S FIRST MANDARIN CHINESE RESTAURANT CONTINUES

Mandarin House
SAN DIEGO'S OLDEST MANDARIN RESTAURANT

GRAND OPENING OF THE NEW PACIFIC BEACH LOCATION IN PACIFIC PLAZA II

INTRODUCING OUR GREAT NEW CHEF SPECIALTIES
-MANDARIN PORK
-SALT & PEPPER PRAWNS
-PUNGENT CHICKEN
-ORANGE BEEF
-SHRIMP
-Shrimp & Shrimp
-SPECIALIZING IN TROPICAL COCKTAILS
-OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK, LUNCH & DINNER
-FOOD TO GO

READER'S GUIDE TO RESTAURANTS

UPTOWN

DOWNTOWN

SUNDAY CHAMPAGNE BRUNCH
A casually elegant great brunch fare!
Breakfast fare, carved meats, bountiful salads and
sensuous desserts galore.
Adults $11.95 5-12 & $6.95 under 5 - free
Reservations preferred 269-0111

SATURDAY NIGHT PRIME TIME
Prime Rib And Wine For Two Each Saturday

Broken Yolk
La Jolla's Old Fashioned FAMILY ORIENTED CAFE

Dunnies
Is more than just a neighborhood steak house

LA JOLLA'S BEST BREAKFAST

Endless Eggs

SWEETWATER'S RESTAURANT

La Jolla Hotel San Diego
1140 Camino del Rio South, La Jolla, San Diego
634-2555
FINAL WEEK!
12th BIRTHDAY
BLOWOUT

IT'S OUR 12TH BIRTHDAY ... AND TO CELEBRATE WE ARE OFFERING...

1/2 off any DeWils or Cardell Kitchen Cabinets...

PLUS FREE DELIVERY & FREE INSTALLATION

Furniture from every department... hundreds of items on sale. We're blowing out prices instead of candles!!

Alder Microwave Cabinet $99

This 24' L-Shaped DeWils "Canterbury" Cardell Kitchen

Solid Oak Coffee Table $99

$1615

This 24' L-Shaped DeWils "Canterbury" Cardell Kitchen

$1888

Solid Alder $29

Country Chair

 Finished Solid Maple Tile Top Table $199

Solid Oak $64

Breakfast Chair

Solid Maple Drop Leaf Table $149

NEW! NEW! NEW!

Pinocchio's
Furniture and Kitchen Cabinet Center

1139 W. Morena Blvd. 275-0825